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 Editorial 

Solar radiation is lightweight – additionally called 

electromagnetic wave – that's emitted by the sun. 

Whereas each location on Earth receives some daylight 

over a year, the quantity of radiation that reaches anybody 

spot on the Earth’s surface varies. Star technologies 

capture this radiation and switch it into helpful styles of 

energy. 

Solar energy generation is one in every of quickest 

growing and most promising renewable energy sources of 

power generation worldwide. Nowadays, the power 

becomes one in every of the fundamental wants in our 

standard of living, that makes increasing demand for it. 

The renewable energy sources embody wind, solar, water, 

biomass and heat sources. Out of that, alternative energy 

has the best potential within the future and is expected to 

play a serious role in returning years. It’s the most cost 

effective technique of generating electricity compared 

with different energy sources. 

Solar radiation is also reborn directly into electricity by 

star cells (photovoltaic cells). In such cells, a little 

electrical voltage is generated once lightweight strikes the 

junction between a metal and a semiconductor (such as 

silicon) or the junction between 2 completely different 

semiconductors. Photovoltaics were ab initio exclusively 

used as a supply of electricity for little and medium-sized 

applications, from the calculator steam-powered by one 

cell to remote homes steam-powered by Associate in Nursing 

off-grid upside PV system. Industrial targeted solar energy 

plants were initial developed within the Nineteen Eighties. 

Because the price of star electricity has fallen, the amount of 

grid-connected star PV systems has big into the millions and 

utility-scale electrical phenomenon power stations with many 

megawatts square measure being designed. Star PV is quickly 

changing into a reasonable; low-carbon technology to harness 

renewable energy from the Sun. this largest electrical 

phenomenon station within the world is that the Pavagada star 

Park, Karnataka, Republic of India with a generation 

capability of 2050 MW. 

Small electrical phenomenon cells that treat daylight or 

artificial lightweight have found major use in low-power 

applications—as power sources for calculators and watches, 

as an example. Larger units are accustomed offer power for 

water pumps and communications systems in remote areas 

and for weather and communications satellites. Classic 

crystalline semiconducting material panels and rising 

technologies victimization thin-film star cells, together with 

building-integrated photovoltaics, is put in by owners and 

businesses on their rooftops to interchange or augment the 

traditional electrical provide. 

The amount of daylight that strikes the surface in Associate in 

Nursing hour and a 0.5 is enough to handle the complete 

world's energy consumption for a full year. star technologies 

convert daylight into power either through electrical 

phenomenon (PV) panels or through mirrors that concentrate 

radiation. This energy is accustomed generate electricity or be 

hold on in batteries or thermal storage. 

Solar energy is additionally used on a little scale for functions 

apart from those delineate on top of. In some countries, as an 

example, alternative energy is employed to supply salt from 

H2O by evaporation. Similarly, solar-powered desalinization 

units remodel salt water into drink by changing the Sun’s 

energy to heat, directly or indirectly, to drive the method 

process. 
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